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The Warren Astronomical Society is a local, nonprofit organization of amateur
astronomers. The Society holds meetings on the first and third Thursdays of each
month. The two meeting locations are listed below:
1st Thursday
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3rd Thursday
Macomb County Community
8:00 p.m.
of Science
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Observatory Chairman: Dave Dobrzelewski
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Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the warren Astronomical Society in
conjunction with Rotary International. Located on the grounds of camp Rotary,
Stargate features a 12½” club-built Cassegrainian telescope under an aluminum dome.
The observatory is open to all club members according to the "Stargate Observatory
Code of Conduct".
Lectures are given at Stargate Observatory each weekend. The lecture will be
either Friday or Saturday night, depending on the weather and the lecturer’s personal
schedule. If you cannot lecture on your scheduled weekend, please call the Chairman
as early as possible or contact an alternative lecturer. Those wishing to use
Stargate must call by 9:00 p.m. on the evening of the observing session. The
lecturers for the coming months are:
October 31/November 1...John Root (464-7908)
November 7/8 ...........Lou Faix (781-3338)
November 14/15..........Dave Harrington (879-6765)
November 21/22..........Frank McCullough (725-4736)
November 28/29..........Jim Yax

Emergency back-up lecturers:
Doug Bock (533-0898)
Dennis Jozwik (754-2037)
Don Misson (727-9083)

MINUTES OF THE SEPTEMBER 18, 1980 MEETING OF THE WARREN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY

The meeting was called to order at 8::25 p.m. by President Frank
McCullough.
Business discussions were held to a minimum because of the lengthy
program planned for the evening.
Doug Bock announced that he will be going to Cadillac, Michigan October
10, 11, 12 & 13, for camping and star viewing. Those interested in joining
Doug should contact him.
Ray Bullock announced that there will be an astro photography course
presented at Cranbrook starting October 8th. Louie Faix will be lecturer.
Member's Night at Cranbrook will be held October 10 from 8 to 10 p.m.
The computer group will meet at the University on Thursday, September

25, Room K-311 at 7:30 p.m. Those interested should contact Larry
Kalinowski for further information.
The summer camp-out was a great success. The weather was perfect and
everyone enjoyed a tasty meal. Louie Faix announced the winners of the
Messier Contest and presented certificates. Dave Harrington announced the
winners of the Resolution Contest for commercial and non-commercial
participants.
Mike Potter gave an interesting talk on "Stellar Evolution."
After Mike’s talk there was a short break for refreshments.
The concluding talk was given by Frank McCullough. He spoke about
"Planetary Configurations of the Last 10 Years."

The meeting was adjourned at 11 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Connie Shannon
Secretary

WILLIAM HERSCHEL: Prototype Cosmology
by David Dobrzelewski
Final Part in 5.
In a final discussion or the work by the German-born amateur William
Herschel (1738-1822), we shall turn to his studies and Interpretations of
the nebulae, stellar distributions, and the Milky Way as a whole.
a.

Sweeps and Nebular Catalogues.

William Herschel was, above all, intrigued by the ‘celestial order of
things’, as we have seen in his earlier astronomical work, and shall see
again quite clearly in his studies of the distribution of stars in the
heavens. Finally, he charted our ‘sidereal system’ or the Milky Way
galaxy in an early attempt to create a model from his years of
observation.
At that time, most astronomers popularized the notion that our Milky
way was the Universe; at least they did not have reason to believe that
anything else constituted the universe. They held in addition that the
Milky Way was infinite in breadth, and at least of great size in height,
and described an Infinite plane, or star stratum in which the sun was
immersed.
One aspect of Herschel's investigation into this matter, was the
observations he made of the nebulosity of all varieties. Seen all about
the sky, and which posed a great mystery as to their origin and
composition. In his years of observational astronomy, Herschel had
convinced himself that all nebulous regions and ‘fuzzy objects’ seen in
the sky, like clusters and the Milky Way itself, could be resolved into
stars, given a sufficiently powerful telescope. He believed that the only
reason these tiny nebulous blobs could not be resolved was on account of
their tremendous distance from us, hence, a telescope which was powerful
enough could, theoretically resolve them all into stars. But when
Herschel turned his telescopes to view the strange nebulous regions which
seemed to be associated with stars, or star clusters, he pondered with
puzzlement over what he was in fact seeing-- a coincidental alignment of
nebula, or were these stars actually involved in some kind of extensive
atmosphere? Any way one looked at it, it was clear that the question of
nebulae all being stars was far from settled.
Many of these objects reminded him of planets, with their disk-like
shapes, and accordingly coined the term, “planetary nebulae”. Many others
were diffuse and/or irregular in appearance; still others were very thin
and wispy like cirrus clouds. But these were all obviously involved with
the star, or concentration of stars seen conspicuously placed in the
field of nebulae. And what, he considered, if these stars are truly
associated with the nebulosity he saw, then what of the nature of the
nebulosity, itself? In the case of the external galaxies, Herschel was
correct in his thinking regarding nebulae. In the case of planetary and
diffuse nebulae, however, the work of later astronomers was necessary to
come to understand them.
Herschel worked with his sister, Caroline, on many observing nights,
sweeping the heavens with his 20-foot telescope, dictating his
observations to her at the eyepiece of his front-end focus.

Herschel, Part 5 continued
He observed nebulae all varieties, accounting for several hundred or his
own discoveries. He made a catalog of nebulous objects which was
published by his astronomical contemporary in France, Charles Messier.
Herschel also observed a characteristic tendency among these nebulae
to cluster and congregate in general regions of the sky (such as ComaVirgo, Ursa Major, Orion, and Sagittarius) and many, especially in the
latter two constellations above, appeared to be associated with stars or
clusters of stars; and he was not anxious to jump to conclusions in
regard to their natures. He would alert Caroline, who was ready with
writing materials, when he was “entering a nebulous field”, having
learned to recognize the tell-tale signs of areas where nebulae were
typically found.
In all, Herschel published the discovery of nearly 1,000 'non-stellar
objects', whose origin and true nature would remain an unknown for some
time to come. Interestingly enough, Herschel hardly ever used his 40-foot
telescope in his nebular sweeps. Many objects he observed with smaller
instruments were capable of being discerned to possess a spiral structure
(i.e., the Whirlpool Galaxy, M 51) that a great instrument like the 40foot should have easily seen. Imagine what a turn of events in astronomy
could have taken place, had Herschel been the first to recognize a spiral
structure to these objects!!
b.

Construction of the Heavens
“It is very probable that the great stratum, called the Milky
Way, is that in which the sun is placed, though perhaps not in the
very center of its thickness. We gather this from the appearance of
the Galaxy, which seems to encompass the whole heavens, as it
certainly must do it the sun is within the same. For, suppose a
number of stars arranged between two parallel planes, independently
extended every way, but at a given considerable distance from each
other; and, calling this a sidereal stratum, an eye placed somewhere
within it wlli see all the stars in the direction of the planes of
the stratum projected into a great great circle, which will appear
lucid on account of the accumulation of the stars; while the rest of
the heavens, at the sides, will only seem to be scattered over with
constellations, more or less crowded, according to the distance of
the planes or number of stars contained in the thickness or sides of
the stratum.”

So stated William Herschel (gasp-all in 3 sentences, too") in one of
his classic papers to the Royal Society in 1784, regarding the nature of
the Milky Way. a problem which intrigued Herschel through most of his
astronomical career. He set forth an idea of the heavens to be a planertype congregation of stars, in which the sun is positioned--and not
necessarily at its center, with a series of secondary branches, or
“cloven layers”, as he called them, above and below the main layer of
stars. In this idea, he attempted to account tor the apparent branched
fragments of the Milky Way, as opposed to having one continuous band of
stars. He was partially correct, in that the stars in our Milky Way are
not completely random and uniform in distribution, but it was before his
time to recognize that the chief reason for the apparent branching and

2.

Herschel, Part 5 continued
extensions of the galactic plane was the presence of dark nebulosity,
which themselves are invisible, but reveal their shapes by obscuring the
stars behind them. Hence, regions in the Milky Way such as the Cygnus
Dark Rift, the Coal sack in Crux, and other "blank" zones such as in
Ophiuchus and Cassiopeia, are caused by the dark nebulae which Herschel
mistook for a mere absence of stars.*
In considering that star clusters Indicate their ages by how compact
(young) or loose (old) is the concentration of stars, Herschel surmised
also that our Milky way must be relatively youthful, seeing as the stars
of the Milky Way are quite crowded together. Such an idea of Introducting
age and suggestive evolution is both novel and significant for his day.
He carried out extensive and systematic sweeps of the sky, using his 20root (almost 19-inch aperture) telescope for the work, in which he set
out to 'gage' the density of stellar fields, and try to draw a model for
the sidereal system' with great precision. Herschel worked on the premise
that the stars were more or less uniformly distributed about the heavens
and that the telescope could see the entire system of stars, of which the
sun was a part. Otherwise, the observations would only indicate the
limiting range of the telescope, and not the Milky Way (which is in fact
the case!).
He returned once more to his theory of equal stellar brightness to
establish a more precise star catalogue of magnitudes. The theory was
coupled, however, with the known fact that the brightness of an object is
inversely proportional to the square of its distance from the observer.
I'm still not sure why he maintained the equal brightness theory through
much of his work in stellar astronomy, but it is purported to be a
simplifying device in his objectives. To this writer, it would seem only
to complicate them with unnecessary and untrue assertions. Nonetheless,
when Herschel completed his sky survey, he unveiled a map of his proposed
sidereal system, that shows an obvious flatness tendency (into Milky Way
fields) and closer bounds, above and below (into sparser regions toward
the galactic poles). Also evident are the cleavages in the elongated
regions, indicative of star-poor regions.
For scale of his map of the Milky Way, which apparently based wholly
on his telescopic surveys of the visible sky, he considered the distance
from the sun to the star Sirius to be One Unit. Sirius being the
brightest star in the Earth night sky, (and thus the nearest, by
Herschel's assertion) and from the foundation of his Inverse-square
relationship of luminosity and distance, he calculated the size, or
extent of the Milky Way in his model. The size Herschel obtained from
calculations suggests that the Milky Way probably doesn't extend much
more than 497 Units from the sun in radius. In modern scaling, the
distance from the sun to the star

* The only way to clearly recognize dark nebulae is through
photography, which obviously was not at Herschel’s disposal.
3.

Herschel, Part 5 continued
Sirius is 8.7 light years. This being equal to one Herschelian Unit, this
gives a sidereal system radius of 8.7 x 497, or 4,324 light years.
Approximately then 8,648 L.Y. in total extent! That is less than onetenth the estimated for the extant of the Milky Way today! We do,
however, begin to see an appreciation on the part of astronomers that the
universe is not the small, smug little sphere of ether and Earth-centered
planets and stars that ‘rub elbows” in the night sky as was once thought.
Here, we see Herschel and his contemporaries take their observations made
first-hand, and assimilate themselves the observations and the
mathematics, and stand with mouth agape at the realization of the ‘cosmic
scale’ of the true universe. Herschel was still off by better than a full
order of ten, but this is only the beginning of understanding the
distances being dealt with.
While some of Herschel's assumptions were not sound (due to lack of
current knowledge and facilities), what he did accomplish in the field of
astronomy and galactic structure, or the ‘nature of the sidereal system’
as was the 'chic' term then, opened the eyes of astronomy to further
investigate the findings and assertions, to see if in fact they could be
borne out. Herschel lacked many of the tools and hindsight we have today
(or even subsequent to Herschel, himself) to see many of the pitfalls of
his hypotheses, but one can hardly fault him for trying! Where he lacked
in such hindsight (as did all astronomers of history, including today) he
made up for in being careful to jump to conclusions regarding some of his
observations, such as the nature of double stars and of the nebulous
stars. This reservation can put an astronomer farther ahead than the one
who builds an entire dynamical model of something before he has seen more
than one side to it.
Much of what Herschel dealt with in astronomy required resources,
hindsight, and knowledge that was largely unavailable in his day.
Yet, this is the very thing that the advancement of science is all
about.

THE END

Abeli, George “Exploration or the Universe” Holt, Rinehart, and Winston
Armitage, Angus “William Herschel” Doubleday &: Co. 1963
1969
Burnham, Robert “Celestial Handbook” Dover Publications 1978

4.

NOVEMBER 6:
Voyager 1 makes a variety of observations; range to Saturn
runs from 9,300,000 kilometers (5,779,000 miles) to 7,900,000
kilometers. Saturn, Titan, Rhea, Dione, Mimas, Iapetus and the
rings are subjects for Voyager's cameras.
Saturn's atmospheric features will be studied. Titan is the
only satellite with an appreciable atmosphere; surface (if
visible) is a prime target; close approach imaging of Rhea on
Nov. 12 will provide finer surface detail than for any of the
other icy satellites.
The infrared radiometer will do calibrations as well as
observations of the atmosphere of Saturn. All other instruments
also make measurements. 140 photos.

NOVEMBER 7:
First images of Saturn are from 7,877,000 kilometers
(4,895,000 miles). By the end of the day, Voyager 1 is 6,694,000
kilometers (4,159,000 miles) from Saturn. Four photos near
Saturn will be used to search for new satellites. Titan is a
prime imaging subject. Rhea and Iapetus will also be
photographed; Iapetus is of interest because one side is bright,
while the other is dark -- the difference in brightness is a
factor of six. Ultraviolet and other instruments will measure
Saturn, the rings and the satellites. 201 photos.

NOVEMBER 8:
Opening range to Saturn is 6,514,000 kilometers 4,048,000
miles). By day's end, range closes to 5,300,000 kilometers
(3,293,000 miles). Satellites are prime imaging targets today:
Tethys, Titan, Enceladus, Rhea, and Dione. Saturn photos and
photographic searches for new satellites continue. 173 photos.

NOVEMBER 9:
Voyager is 5,215,000 kilometers (3,240,000 miles) from Saturn
as the day begins. An east-to-west infrared map will be started.
Photographic searches for new satellites will continue. 299
photos.

NOVEMBER 10:
Photos of Saturn begin when the spacecraft is 3,879,000
kilometers (2,410,000 miles) from Saturn; final Saturn pictures
will be taken from 2,598,000 kilometers (1,614,000 miles).
The infrared east-west map of Saturn is complete early in the
morning; the day ends as work on an infrared north-south map
begins. Purpose of the east-west infrared maps: To measure
global atmospheric temperature, composition and heat balance on
the lit side of the planet. North-south IR map will measure
latitude and longitude variations in temperature and
composition.
Satellite photos will be made -- one every 22 1/2 degrees for
surface mapping -- of Rhea, Tethys, Dione; Titan photos will be
for atmospheric studies, and mapping only if the surface is
visible. (The imaging scientists believe, now, that Titan's
atmosphere will be opaque enough that even the extremely

close-up pictures may not reveal a surface. The best today appears to
be a slim chance that a few holes in the clouds may provide occasional
glimpses of the surface.) 427 photos.
NOVEMBER 11:
Saturn photos will start when Voyager 1 is more than 2.5
million kilometers (1,553,000 miles) distant (part of the
continuing infrared north-south map carried over from Nov. 10).
The optimistic among fields and particles experimenters are
looking for signs of Saturn's magnetic field -- the bow shock.
In mid-morning the spacecraft will perform a fields-andparticles maneuver: A 384-degree roll to lock on the star Beta
Carinae (Miaplacidus), to sample the region around Saturn. It
may be out of communication with Earth from 9:52 a.m. to 10:37
a.m.
First event after the F&P maneuver is 16 photos of Titan, to
study atmospheric dynamics and map the surface; if visible.
A plasma-wave observation in the afternoon (6 to 6:05 p.m.)
is one of a long series of measurements inside Saturn's
magnetosphere. Plasma-wave structure affects interpretation of
other fields and particles experiments.
Closest approach to Titan (followed by Titan-Earth and TitanSun occultations) occurs at 11:06 p.m. (ERT).Important Titan
photo sequences occur as follows: 3:19 p.m. to 5:16 p.m. (36
photos); 6:09 p.m. to 7:06 p.m. (13 photos); 7:11 p.m. to 8 p.m.
(10 photos); 8:03 p.m. to 8:34 p.m. (23 photos recorded for
later transmission); 8:41 p.m. to 9:09 p.m. (six photos); 9:13
p.m. to 10:24 p.m. (16 photos); 10:33 p.m. to 10;45 p.m. (four
photos). A large share of the Titan data around closest approach
will be recorded for playback to Earth later (see timeline for
details). Titan-Earth occultation runs from 11:12 p.m. to 11:25
p.m.

Voyager 1 will cross Saturn's ring plane inbound at 11:23
p.m. 257 photos.

NOVEMBER 12
This is closest-approach-to-Saturn day.
First photos of Saturn are taken from a range of 955,900
kilometers (593,900 miles); final pictures are from a range
beyond the planet -- of 330,000 kilometers (205,000 miles).
Closest approach to Tethys (415,320 kilometers or 258,067
miles) occurs at 3:41 p.m. (ERT). Closest approach to Saturn
(124,200 kilometers or 77,174 miles) occurs at 5:11 p.m. (ERT).
Closest approach to Mimas (108,400 kilometers or 67,356
miles) takes place at 6:02 p.m. (NOTE: This is closest approach
when satellite is lighted; real closest approach doesn't occur
until 7:07 p.m. -- when Mimas is in the shadow of Saturn.)
Earth occultation begins at 7:07 p.m.; Sun occultation begins
a few minutes later at 7:20 p.m.
Closest approach to Enceladus occurs at 7:15 p.m., at a
distance of 202,521 kilometers (125,840 miles).
No telemetry will be received from Voyager 1 for five hours,
beginning at 6:34 p.m.
Sun occultation ends at 8:03 p.m.; Earth occultation ends at
8:36 p.m. Ring occultation begins soon afterward.
Closest approach to Dione, while it is lighted, occurs

at 8:53 p.m., and closest approach to Rhea takes place at 11:46
p.m. at a range of 72,100 kilometers (44,800 miles). 315 photos.

NOVEMBER 13
A primary target for the instruments is the rings of Saturn:
mostly infrared measurements and photos. There are some special
observations of Saturn: the ring shadow, north and south poles
for composition differences there; searches for auroras and
lightning in the atmosphere: and opacity measurements to find
compositional differences between belts and zones.
Satellites to be photographed include Iapetus, Titan, Dione
and Rhea.
The day ends with another north-south infrared map to
determine temperature, composition and heat balance on the dark
side. 201 photos.

NOVEMBER 14
IR north-south map continues.
From 9:48 a.m. to 5:59 p.m. the spacecraft will take 154
photos of the rings.
Closest approach to Iapetus (more than 2 million kilometers
or 1,243,000 miles) occurs at 12:50 p.m. 176 photos.

NOVEMBER 15
Between 3:58 a.m. and 4:43 a.m., Voyager 1 will take a series
of long-exposure (IS seconds each) pictures of Saturn to search
for auroras and lightning in the atmosphere on the dark side;
range = 3,570,000 kilometers (2,218,000 miles).
An east-west infrared map, with supporting photos, begins at
5:23 a.m.

Photos of Saturn, Titan, Rhea and Iapetus are taken
throughout the day. 157 photos.

NOVEMBER 16
A search for new satellites outside the Roche Limit opens the
day.
A series of photos for the post-encounter motion picture
begins at 2:53 a.m.
Beginning at 8:41 p.m., and continuing until 6:46 p.m. Nov.
17, Voyager 1 will take a series of 276 photos of Saturn for the
post-encounter rotation movie sequence. This series, with
simultaneous infrared observations, will be most of the science
received for the next 22 hours. 424 photos.

NOVEMBER 17, 18
As noted above, most of the day is taken up with
photographing the planet for post-encounter rotation film. A
similar exercise begins at 8:38 p.m., Nov. 17, and runs until
6:44 p.m., Nov. 18 -- 276 more photos more for the postencounter rotation film. 276 photos 11/17; 276 photos 11/18.
####
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Diagram by Robert C. Victor, Michigan State University.
Moon not drawn to scale. All 3 planets and the moon within a 6° field!

For sale: Apple II computer system with 16k memory and disk drive. No video
monitor, $1,800. Mike Kanir, 14009 Huff Street, Warren, MI 48093.
Call 774-9574.
For sale: 49mm f/2.0 Minolta lens with skylight filter. Bob Shannon, 194 Moran
Street, Grosse Pointe Farms, MI 48236. Call 885-4283.
For sale: Celestron 8 with wedge, tripod, 6 University Optics eyepieces,
coatings and photo accessories. Excellent condition. $1,500. Doug
Smith, 2030 North Street, Royal Oak, HI 48073. Call 541-4326.
For sale: Celestron 8 with University Optics “porta-pier”, counterweights and
photo accessories. Mount is sand-casted type. Excellent condition.
$875.00. Daystar 0.7 Ǻ Hydrogen-alpha solar filter with telescope
adapter and bandwidth certification. 1,000. Tim Skonieczny, 20996
Richard, Trenton, MI 48183. Call 675-0108.

